**Simple Crochet Pin Cushion**
(Just like Grandma had!)
Finished size – about 3 inches in diameter

No gauge necessary.

Use scraps of worsted weight yarns, and US size G crochet hook.

For center coil ring, ch 10. Sc in second ch from hook and each ch across (9 sts.)

Ch 1, turn, work sc in “back loop” of each st. across. Repeat this row until 2½ inches in length. Fasten off and sew beg and end edges together. Fold in half to form coiled ring.

Second coil ring. Work as above, only to 4 inches. Fold in half, place over center coiled ring.

Third coil ring. Work as above, only to 6 inches. Fold in half, place over second coil ring.
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